Shae and the Labor Party Preselection Vetting Process
True Labor men and women should be in open rebellion against a decision to request the erasure of
the IFVG podcasts featuring Shae.
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VAD in Qld
The Queensland government will introduce voluntary assisted dying legislation into state parliament
next week, Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk has announced.
Key points:


The Queensland Law Reform Commission recently handed down its report on the legal
framework



Ms Palaszczuk said Queenslanders should take the time to read the "clear and concise"
report



The Premier said government MPs will have a conscience vote

It comes after the Queensland Law Reform Commission (QLRC) handed the government its report on
the legal framework, noting it is an "additional end of life choice" and "not a way to end life for
those who are not dying".
Under the draft laws, an eligible person must:


Have an eligible condition that is advanced and progressive and expected to cause death
within 12 months;



Have decision-making capacity;



Be acting voluntarily and without coercion;



Be aged at least 18 years; and



Fulfil a residency requirement.

Declaring the "time was right", Ms Palaszczuk said she was very pleased with the "comprehensive"
bill and said Labor MPs would be allowed a conscience vote on the "deeply personal" issue.
"During the October election, I made a commitment to Queensland that a re-elected Palaszczuk
government would introduce laws to give people that choice and we will do that," she said.
"I have also made it abundantly clear that government MPS will have a conscience vote. That is the
right thing to do.
"I also want the public to have a respectful debate, there are going to be opposing views, I
understand this, but I also understand these are deeply personal issues.
"Having seen firsthand the suffering of both my grandmother and uncle it is heartbreaking and
nobody wants to see it. This bill will give people the choice to end their life with dignity."
'Historic reform' could be implemented in 2023
The legislation will be introduced into parliament next week, before it goes to a health committee
for a consultation period of 12 weeks.
"That's double the time committees usually get because this is such an important piece of
legislation, this is such historic reform," Ms Palaszczuk said.
"We want to make sure there's plenty of time for stakeholders to put their case."
It is expected the bill will then be debated and voted on in September and, if passed, will be
implemented by about January, 2023.
Health Minister Yvette D'Ath said it had taken roughly the same length of time in other jurisdictions,
saying it was "very complex to put into operation".
She said there were a number of safeguards and processes to ensure the scheme was "truly
voluntary, without coercion and the person has clear decision-making capacity throughout".

This includes that the person must be "separately and independently" assessed by two doctors who
meet the law's qualification and training rules, with three separate requests that are "clear and
documented".

There would be a waiting period of at least nine days between the first and final request, the QLRC
report said.
Ms D'Ath said doctors also would not be allowed to "actively propose" VAD to a patient.
"But if an individual is asking then they are to provide information and in certain circumstances it
can be provided as a collective group of information, including options around palliative cares," she
said.
"But on its own, a medical practitioner cannot say, 'I think you should consider VAD'.
"It's very much in line with Victoria in that respect."
Doctors, nurses and other health practitioners who have a conscientious objection to VAD will also
have the right to choose not to partake.
It must be voluntary without coercion: Miles
Deputy Premier Steven Miles said the QLRC's report made an "important" distinction that it was "not
about suicide, it is about voluntary assisted dying".
"It must be voluntary without coercion, and the person must be dying," he said.
Ms Palaszczuk is urging Queenslanders to take the time to read the bill and have their say during the
consultation period.
"It's a choice, and it's not going to be the right choice for a lot of people, but it's going to be an
option there for people.
"Far be it for me to make that individual choice on how a person wishes to end their life."
Pro-life group to oppose bill, pushes for increased palliative care funding
David Muir from the Clem Jones Group, which is campaigning in favour of new laws, said he was
pleased to see legislative reform was on track.
"It's not compulsory, it's voluntary," he said.
"The end of life will be much more humane for those suffering at end of life.
"I'm sure that the safeguards will be there because the mirroring of the laws in other states in
Australia prove the safeguards were adequate."
But Teeshan Johnson, executive director of pro-life group Cherish Life Queensland, said there was
strong opposition to the push to legalise voluntary assisted dying at the end of life, claiming it was
"state-sanctioned killing".

"Cherish Life Queensland advocates for the right to life from conception until natural death and
therefore we will fight this so-called voluntary assisted dying bill," Ms Johnson said.
"There is a lot of opposition to the legalisation of assisted suicide in Queensland, and our small army
of supporters will do our best to protect life at the end of life and push for an increase to palliative
care funding in line with Palliative Care Queensland's recommendation of an extra $275 million per
year.
"We spent over $350,000 at the 2020 state election to try to oust this anti-life Labor government
(we were the eighth largest spending third party group), and we are ready to fight the government
on yet another attack on human life and dignity."

The Budget
By Bernard Keane in Crikey
If the government can’t win an election with this cash splash, it should give up politics. This is the
biggest budget splurge outside an economic crisis in history, with two $100 billion deficits in a row
coming up despite unemployment expected to fall below 5%.
The deficit will still be over $50 billion in 2024-25, making this the first budget in history designed to
buy two elections in a row.
… But the political damage is primarily on Labor. This is the kind of budget Labor would never deliver
because it knows it wouldn’t be allowed to get away with it — pumping 5% of GDP into deficit
spending when unemployment is already at 5.6%. It can only critique the quality of the spending —
necessarily a long-term political project — or tell voters that if they want the real thing when it
comes to better social services they should come to Labor.
The longer-term political question, one that goes beyond the next election or two and beyond the
current prime minister and treasurer, is what will embracing big government do to the Liberal Party?
For decades, the Liberals have preached fiscal virtue and insisted they were the true party of fiscal
discipline; that they alone understood that government money was taxpayer money to be used
wisely.
They never practised what they preached: the Coalition has long been the big taxing, big-spending
party of government, consistently delivering high levels of spending and tax, and the biggest rorter
of taxpayer money. Now it has embraced the truth of who it really is: the Liberals are all about big
spending and big government.
How comfortable are the remaining neoliberals of this government with their new status as the
party of government intervention?

Labor Could not have got away with it
From Michael tanner in John Menadue Blog

The coverage was positively glowing. Debt projected to be four times higher than at any point under
Labor but nothing could silence the cheerleaders.
The Federal budget was the only news on anyone’s lips. Government debt is projected to blow out
beyond $1 trillion, more than four times higher than at any point under Labor.
And yet, let’s just compare some coverage.
Some of the superlatives used to describe the Budget were: “Ute Beauty”; “Election Injection”;
“Rebuild of Dreams”; “Super Spender”; “$1.6bn for the heartland”.

Compare the superlatives used to describe Labor’s budgets.
“Labor ‘playing debt roulette’ “; “Price of Labor”; and “Doesn’t add up”.

Budget cheerleaders
The rank hypocrisy didn’t trouble many, with columnists at The Australian cheerleading the budget.

Just remember

Comedians Nail it … again
From Betoota Advocate
Government Asks Youth To Use Their Retirement Savings To Prop Up Hyper-Inflated Property
Market
The Federal Government is calling on the nation’s young people to take on six to seven figures of
debt to prop up the hyper-inflated national property market in an effort to keep on securing the grey
vote.
To do that, the Federal Treasurer Joshua Frydenberg is allowing first home buyers to use the savings
young people were planning to live on when they’re too old and fucked to keep working to buy
property.
“We need to make sure the lives of the property-owning Baby Boomers are as comfortable as
possible, right up until that right ventricle or heart valve finally blows out,” said Josh from
Melbourne.
“To do that, we need to make sure the value of their assets doesn’t go down. We can’t keep relying
on the Chinese nouveau-riche to keep pouring money in, the lazy millennials need to do what’s right
for the country and buy a shit-heap inner-city property for a million or two,”
“Once inflation catches up and wage stagnation takes hold, interest rates will go up and the young
people will be left paying off assets that are worth significantly less than what they paid for them 10
years ago,”
“And by then, Jim Chalmers will probably be Prime Minister so it’ll all be his fault,”

“He’ll get embarrassed in the proceeding election by none-other-than Angus Taylor, who’ll be the
next Liberal PM. You heard it here first.”
Mr Frydenberg then excused himself, saying he had to go prostrate himself before some over-paid
public servant on the ABC.

Direct investment vs trickle-down approach
Essential Poll
Albanese … are you listening?

What Labor Said
From Independent Australia
Austerity
Frydenberg’s Budget marked an effective admission that Labor had got it right in 2008 and that any
return to surplus should be deferred until the economy had returned to full employment. Labor
should have jumped on this admission and sought to cement a commitment to the use of active
Keynesian fiscal policy to stabilise the economy.
Instead, Shadow Treasurer Jim Chalmers repeatedly denounced the “trillion-dollar debt burden”
arising from the Government’s policies and promised a rapid pivot to “budget repair” as soon as
economic circumstances permitted. “Budget repair” is a euphemism for the austerity policies that
have wreaked havoc globally since the GFC.
Housing

The big-ticket item, or so it seemed, was $10 billion for social housing. But on closer examination,
the proposed expenditure on the Housing Australia Future Fund is a big fat zero. Rather, the plan
involves a complex piece of neoliberal financial jiggery-pokery.
The idea is that the existing National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation would borrow the
$10 billion and invest it with the Future Fund. On the highly optimistic assumption that the Future
Fund would continue to generate double-digit returns, the proceeds of this investment would be
used to fund new housing. All of this would be off-budget, thereby helping to stave off the bogey of
public debt
John Quiggin is Professor of Economics at the University of Queensland. His new book, The Economic
Consequences of the Pandemic, will be published by Yale University Press in late 2021.

What Albanese Should Have Said
1. Spending big was the correct approach.
2. But the Government was wasteful – Companies got money they didn’t need. Gerry Hervey
etc
3. The submarine contract is another example of waste.
4. Tax cuts are insane.
5. We may as well keep spending because everyone else is and there is no benefit for fiscal
responsibility (or no penalty for fiscal irresponsibility) Read the room, Albo: no one really
cares about the deficit
6. Given massive spending is now OK, let Labor spend it because Labor will spend it on poor
people not waste it on big companies or rorts.
7. They fucked up our relationship with our best customer – China and are agitating for a
senseless conflict.
8. Their Covid response was terrible. It was the states who managed it best.
9. The vaccine rollout is a shambles.
10. Still no quarantine facilities.
11. Allowing access to super will just bump up prices. New home buyer money will just bump up
prices.
12. Scale back tax concessions for investor so they leave the market and home buyers have a
better chance.
13. Throw in a few comments about Julian Assange, Bernard Collaery and Witness K to top it off.
That’s it.
If Albo was brave and clever and inspired he would have done it in 272 words.
The Gettysburg address was 272 words
"Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, on this continent, a new nation,
conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Now we are
engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived, and so
dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have come to
dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives, that that
nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. But, in a larger sense, we

cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate—we cannot hallow—this ground. The brave men, living and
dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it far above our poor power to add or detract. The
world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did
here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task
remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for
which they here gave the last full measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that
government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth."

Spending on eating out
A striking graph from the Guardian

Public Opinion on Closing the borders

India

UK Politics
From Crikey
A byelection in Hartlepool
Hartlepool, your classic north-east constituency: a fishing town which became a Victorian
shipbuilding city, all the industries closed in the ’80s after the old town heart had been ripped out
for a shopping centre in the ’70s, which is now dying too. The place apparently got a marina in the
2000s, which was meant to fix everything. During the Blair years its MP was Peter Mandelson, the
co-architect of New Labour, after which the place voted 70% for “leave”. It has been Labour for all
but six years since 1945.

It’s the latest to fall of the “red wall” seats, the supposedly rock-solid north that stops Labour from
being carved up. The red wall collapsed in 2019, with Labour down to 203 seats in the 650-seat
Commons. This was blamed on Corbyn and his crew by a party centre who actively sabotaged him
throughout the campaign. He was replaced by Sir (yes, Sir) Keir Starmer, a rock-jawed establishment
type who was meant to have a touch of the Tony Blairs about him.
Since becoming leader, Starmer has kept a small target, announced no new program or direction,
and assailed Johnson. Last Thursday he lost Hartlepool, 15,529 to 8589, the magic 28%, on a 42%
turnout. Corbyn had won the seat twice. The loss was blamed on Corbyn.
It won’t matter to the narrative of course that Starmer lost a red wall seat after the Brexit issue was
out of the way. It won’t matter that Labour’s campaign was so small-target that MPs on TV explicitly
refused to say what their program was. Or that one of the few bright spots was Preston Council,
which Labour retook with an explicitly left program. In Hartlepool, Labour lost to a farmer, Jill
Mortimer, who lives in Yorkshire (Hartlepool’s in Durham) and can’t explain the years she spent
living in the Cayman Islands.
The vacating Labour member had quit as soon as sexual harassment complainants threatened with
going to the police, and the candidate the party centre dropped in, Dr Paul Williams, was a medical
consultant who had advised closing down half the city’s hospital — which was what Labour was
attacking the Tories over. He was not only a Remainer, he led the campaign for a second
referendum. Williams recorded a 16% swing against him.
Progressive politics is facing extinction: Tony Blair
From the SMH
From the man who abandoned the working class for an alienating meritocracy. Oh and recklessly put
the UK in Iraq.
London: Progressive politics is facing extinction, former British prime minister Tony Blair has warned
in a stinging critique of the far-left and its “voter-repellent” approach to culture, gender, race and
identity.
Blair, one of just three Labour leaders to ever win general elections in the United Kingdom, also said
his crisis-plagued party needed “total deconstruction and reconstruction” - remarks which sparked
fresh speculation that the 68-year-old might be mulling a comeback.
… Blair is a polarising figure inside Labour. Supporters say his interventions should be taken seriously
given his history of winning elections but critics think his reputation has been permanently sullied by
his role in backing the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
… Progressives cling to an old-fashioned economic message and have fundamentally misunderstood
the political implications of technological change, he wrote.
“This is combined with a new-fashioned social and cultural message around extreme identity and
anti-police politics which, for large swathes of people, is voter-repellent,” he said.

“‘Defund the police’ may be the left’s most damaging political slogan since ‘the dictatorship of the
proletariat’. It leaves the right with an economic message which seems more practical and a
powerful cultural message around defending flag, family and fireside traditional values.”
Blair said moderate figures on the left often steered clear of cultural and identity debates because
they didn’t understand them and worried about “tripping up or saying the wrong thing”. As a result
they didn’t recognise a culture war was happening, decided not to participate or played “at the back
as quietly as possible”.
The right knows they are onto something on cultural issues, said the former PM. “They are revelling
in it and setting traps for the left all over the field, which the left is falling into one by one.”
Blair sealed a landslide election victory in 1997 and won two other polls before quitting in 2007 amid
low ratings and fallout from the Iraq war.
Outlining the principles of how to arrest the left’s electoral woes, Blair warned against “keeping your
head down”.
“There is a big culture battle going on. Progressive folk tend to wince at terms such as ‘woke’ and
‘political correctness’, but the normal public knows exactly what they mean,” he said.
“And the battle is being fought on ground defined by the right because sensible progressives don’t
want to be on the field at all. The consequence of this is that the radical progressives, who are quite
happy to fight on that ground, carry the progressive standard.
“The fact that it ensures continued right-wing victory doesn’t deter them at all. On the contrary, it
gives them a heightened sense of righteousness, like political kamikaze.”
Blair said the left needed to understand that voters do not like their country, flag or history to be
disrespected.
“The left always gets confused by this sentiment and assume this means people support everything
their country has done or think all their history is sacrosanct,” he said.
“They don’t. But they query imposing the thinking of today on the practices of yesterday; they’re
suspicious that behind the agenda of many of the culture warriors on the left lies an ideology they
find alien and extreme; and they’re instinctively brilliant at distinguishing between the sentiment
and the movement.
“They will support strongly campaigns against racism; but they recoil from some of the language and
actions of the fringes of the Black Lives Matter movement. You could go through the entire litany of
modern causes and find the same - from Extinction Rebellion to trans rights to Reclaim the Streets in the same way.
“People like common sense, proportion and reason. They dislike prejudice; but they dislike
extremism in combating prejudice.”

Stand up and be ashamed

Students at a Melbourne high school have been left shocked after they were made to stand up and
be publicly humiliated for being white, Christian males.
Last Wednesday, co-ed school Parkdale Secondary College, in the south Melbourne suburb of
Mordialloc, was visited by a social worker from the local Kingston Council.
The social worker spoke about privilege, pronouns and intersectionality.
During the presentation, the social worker is alleged to have asked for boys who were straight, white
and Christian to stand up in front of their peers.
They were then told they were responsible for being “oppressors” because of their privilege.

Jarryd Hayne
Outside the Cavern Club in Liverpool – that dingy, underground dive where a little band called the
Beatles were discovered – there’s wall of fame, with a brick dedicated to each of the amazing artists
who have played the venue over the years.
You can get lost marvelling at the names carved into the masonry, with the likes of Little Stevie
Wonder, the Who, the Rolling Stones, Chuck Berry and Queen just a small sample (I haven’t been
back in a few years, so couldn’t tell you whether Shane Watson has claimed a brick yet).
And for years, among the humble bricks bearing the names of the greatest musicians and artists of
all time, there was a golden plaque that stood out like the dog’s proverbials that read:
Two performers who played
the Cavern Club between 1957 – 1973
have had their bricks removed
Gary Glitter
Jonathan King

(Photo: Joe Frost)
For the uninformed, both Glitter and King have been found guilty of child sex abuse.
I was fortunate enough to spend an hour interviewing one of the directors of the Cavern …
“It got into the national papers and it was just getting a bit tedious, so we agreed to take [the bricks]
out.
“But we said, we’ll take them out but we’ll put a plaque to say that they’ve been removed, as a
compromise really. Also knowing that that would cause a bit of shit as well.”
Classic Scouser. Chart a reasonable course, but never miss an opportunity to have a bit of a stir.
I’ve been thinking of the plaque of late as Jarryd Hayne was found guilty of two counts of sexual
assault and jailed for a total of five years and nine months, leading to calls for him to be stripped of
his individual honours – including his two Dally M Player of the Year medals.
Peter V’landys responded to the calls on 2GB last Friday, saying “there will be consideration given
and the Commission’s already discussed” stripping Hayne of his Dally Ms.
“It’s not hard to take them away, but we don’t want to prejudice the legal process,” the ARLC
chairman said.
“We would like to see Jarryd exhaust his appeal process, once he does that we’ll make a decision.”
While an NRL premiership eluded the fullback during his career, his pair of Dally Ms went along with
being the 2006 Dally M Rookie of the Year, the ’07 Dally M Winger of the Year, Dally M Fullback of

the Year in ’09 and ’14, as well as Dally M Representative Player of the Year and Dally M Top
Tryscorer also in 2014.
Presumably all those other Dally M awards would be stripped too, as well as his three Brad Fittler
Medals as NSW’s best Origin player, being named the 2009 RLIF International Player of the Year,
featuring in the NRL Team of the Decade in 2019 – and honestly we could keep going for a while
because Hayne was a freak.
That’s a lot of very prominent awards to be suddenly missing from the history books.
So what are we to do? Put an asterisk next to anything Hayne ever achieved with the footnote:
*Jarryd Hayne was stripped of this award for criminal convictions.
Now, I know we’ve done that with the premierships for the 2007 and ’09 seasons, but the footnote
on those reads:
*The Melbourne Storm were stripped of these titles because they cheated at the game of rugby
league.
The Storm’s punishment applies within the confines of the game, because their offence occurred
within the same parameters. That’s not what’s happened with Hayne.
Back in 2012, when Todd Carney was still in the honeymoon stage at the Sharks and being held up as
a feel-good story, I wrote about how he shouldn’t be stopped from playing rep footy on the back of
his previous indiscretions – which ranged from idiot behaviour on the drink through to criminal
convictions (plural) – but at the same time, it was foolish to say three weeks of good footy redeemed
him.
My reasoning was that “when someone stuffs his life up away from football, the football field isn’t
where he needs to redeem it.”
In that vein, Hayne has ruined lives away from football, so football isn’t where he needs to be
punished.
As for the idea he is a bad role model, well duh. But being a good bloke has never been a
prerequisite for being lauded for one’s athletic prowess.
Perhaps more importantly, the sporting public are not the type to ever let a person forget their
errors.
In Karlo Tychsen’s relentless campaign to get a statue of Andrew Johns built out front of McDonald
Jones Stadium, the primary source of dissent has been from people pointing out that Johns admitted
to using recreational drugs throughout his career.
Three-time Dally M winner? Halfback of the Century? Eighth Immortal? Nup, none of that matters,
because he dabbled in the devil’s dandruff. And boy will people bellow about it.
Of course, Johns is hardly alone.

…
No one’s career exists in a vacuum, so discussions of what an amazing athlete Hayne was will now
forever be tempered with ‘yeah, but…’
What’s more, it’s good that we have that discussion. People – particularly talented young athletes –
need to see that no matter how high you rise, how many awards you win, how good you are at your
chosen sport, the rules still apply. It doesn’t matter that your pool room is standing room only for all
the trophies in it, you’ll be sent to the slammer if you break the law.
To wash the game of Jarryd Hayne comes across as an attempt to duck that conversation, when the
NRL should be looking for opportunities to address it – early and often.
It also opens a can of worms regarding what crime leads to being stripped of your honours. Do we
let John Elias keep his place in history? What about Craig Field? And is there someone at HQ with the
whiteout at the ready depending on the outcome of Manu Vatuvei’s case?
Ultimately though, to have so many gaps in rugby league’s history books won’t make people forget
Jarryd Hayne, it just makes the NRL look like they’re avoiding the hard issues.
And it would stand out like a shiny gold plaque on a dirty brick wall.

Unit Citation
We argued about the SAS unit citation.
Olympic relay teams?

Pig Iron Scomo
Iron prices are crazy
Should we stop selling stuff that might be sent back to us in the form of a warship, bullet?
Pig Iron Bob
In November 1938 wharf labourers, members of the Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia,
refused to load pig iron onto the steamship SS Dalfram headed for Japan. The ship was chartered
by Mitsui to supply the Japan Steel Works Ltd in Kobe, a part of a contract for 300,000 tons of pigiron. The Japan Steel Works was producing military materials for the undeclared war in China. [2]
The dispute followed Japan's invasion of Nanking in 1937 with Japan's military expansion into China.
The Australian Council of Trade Unions in October 1937 called for a boycott of Japanese goods and
an embargo on the export of iron to Japan in response to the Japanese aggression.[3][4] Trade unions
and many workers argued that the pig iron would be used in bombs and munitions in the invasion of
China and articulated that they may also be used against Australia.[5]
…

Attorney General Robert Menzies first threatened use of the Transport Workers Act on 28
November 1938. He accused the union of dictating foreign policy, and argued that the elected
government had the sole right to decide goods to be traded and what relationships were to be
established with foreign powers.[14]
Menzies met with WWF leader Jim Healy on 7 December. That day the Transport Workers’ Act was
applied at Port Kembla. Only one licence was taken out and that was publicly burned in front of
Customs House. There was immediate support from other unions for the strike action and the
wharves were declared black
… It was during the Dalfram dispute that the title "Pig Iron Bob" was coined in reference to the then
Attorney General Robert Menzies. Local union official Ted Roach claimed[15] that the epithet was first
used by Mrs. Gwendoline Croft, a member of the local women’s relief committee.[5] It was later
picked up by the Rev. Bill Hobbin, a former Methodist minister, and Stan Moran, the well-known
wharfie and communist Domain orator

